Abstract-In this paper we propose a probabilistic classification algorithm with a novel Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) kernel to automatically recognize flight calls of different species of birds. The performance of the method on a real world dataset of warbler (Parulidae) flight calls is competitive to human expert recognition levels and outperforms other classifiers trained on a variety of feature extraction approaches. In addition we offer a novel and intuitive DTW kernel formulation which is positive semi-definite in contrast with previous work. Finally we obtain promising results with a larger dataset of multiple species that we can handle efficiently due to the explicit multiclass probit likelihood of the proposed approach 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Birds are sensitive environmental indicators and among the first animals to respond to changes in local ecosystems and the global climate. Tracking bird populations in space and time is a central challenge for conservation science, particularly in light of the potential changes to the present climate of the planet, and the new field of computational sustainability provides novel insight into pursuing these challenges [1] , [2] . The migratory patterns of birds can produce data of interest beyond the ornithological community, and therefore has been the focus of much recent research [3] - [9] .
Determining the migration paths of birds at the species level is difficult but one of the most promising methods of tracking avian migrations is by flight call recording. Many species produce flight calls: species-specific vocalizations that vary in duration, frequency, and contour, and are frequently given during nocturnal migration by several hundred species in North America. These signals are the only source of information, at present, for reliably identifying passing nocturnal migrants. Recording stations that can capture such signals are relatively inexpensive and can be deployed remotely [5] . Additionally, these stations can be programmed to record autonomously, facilitating data collection for extended, nocturnal periods.
One of the primary limiting factors to expanding networks of recording stations from single station networks to thousands of microphones is the classification process. Classification of flight calls has traditionally been a labor-intensive and expensive manual process consisting of inspecting spectrograms by trained professionals. In this paper we present a method of automatically classifying such avian flight calls that allows for the deployment of large scale systems of recording stations, see Fig. 1 , that have the ability to accurately track the migrations of birds around the world.
Acoustic Sensor Migration Fig. 1 . Developing an efficient classification algorithm allows for largescale networks of recording stations to be built. This image (United States Weather Surveillance Radar-88Doppler (WSR-88D) network) depicts a frontal boundary with scattered, intense precipitation over Lakes Erie and Ontario, spreading eastward into New York and New England. However, the image is dominated by biological targets, mostly birds, visible across the Great Plains south to Texas and east to the Southeastern Coastal Plain north along the Atlantic coast to Maine. The areas of intense, uniform green representing targets over the radars show bird densities close to 2.5 × 10 3 birds/km 3 .
The contributions of this work are:
• Excellent recognition rates (97%) on automatic flight call detection of 5 within-family species (classes), and promising results on a larger dataset of 45 species within and across families. To put the results in perspective experienced observers classify on average 69% -91% correctly, while experts (of which there are very few) can classify between 88% -100% correctly.
(DTW global ) that results in a very discriminative feature space for detection of acoustic signals.
• A successful application of the variational Bayes probabilistic classifier [10] to detect flight calls.
• Publicly available codes and real world datasets.
II. PREVIOUS WORK

A. Flight Call Classification
There have been attempts to automate flight call classification in the past and the results were promising; but several factors, including robust call measurement and representation of intra-and inter-specific variation in calls, in a computational viable manner, were major unmet challenges. Successful methodologies included template matching schemes [11] , [12] and statistical methods for classification [7] , [8] .
Flight calls must be extracted from the continuous audio streams produced by recording stations. This process is essential even for manual classification, so automated detection and extraction of flight calls from the raw data generated from individual recording stations has been the main focus of prior research [7] , [13] . Automatic flight call detection has challenges, in particular the abundance of additional confounding signals in the frequency range of interest for flight calls, but works sufficiently well for the samples discussed in this paper. The detection algorithms are designed to identify high levels of energy with user-defined characteristics in specific frequency bands [5] .
The microphones used to capture flight calls vary in type, but an inexpensive and effective design is Pressure Zone Microphones [8] . These microphones can be built with offthe-shelf parts, costing as little as $50 and can easily be deployed. For more information about the microphones used to capture the raw data, details can be found at [7] and http://www.oldbird.org.
B. Dynamic Time Warping Kernels
Dynamic Time Warping is a well-known dynamic programming method [14] that has been extensively applied to time-series and sequence-based problem domains. It operates by stretching a sequence 2 x i ∈ Di in order to match another sequence x j ∈ Dj while calculating the cost of alignment c xi,xj based on an application-specific function or some standard distance measure derived from the warped path(s). A warping path π ij of length |π ij | = p is a path in the x i , x j graph, that can be seen [15] to define a pair of increasing p-tuples (ζ i , ζ j ) as:
2 As usual x denotes scalar, x column vector and X matrix. where ζ i is the warping transformation of the i th sequence when mapped according to the path π ij and intuitively describes a matching between elements of x i and x j . D i denotes the dimensionality of vector x i .
Recently there has been a great interest in constructing kernels based on DTW measures [15] - [17] . All the proposed approaches are developed within the Support Vector Machine (SVM) framework and hence cannot explicitly handle uncertainty due to their non-probabilistic nature. The previous kernels are summarized in Table I .
The kernel function proposed in [16] is not a p.s.d kernel in general [17] , and the kernel in [15] is p.s.d "under favorable conditions" but can be diagonally dominant hence requiring additional smoothing. Related past work [18] , [19] on constructing kernels for sequence-based problems has employed Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) as the generative (in contrast with this work that does not model parametrically the generating distribution) underlying model and have been applied to both supervised and unsupervised learning settings.
III. METHOD
In order to best present the approach, we first describe the proposed DTW kernel in comparison with previous formulations and then proceed to the adopted implementation for our specific flight call application.
A. A Dynamic Time Warping Kernel from Global Alignment
Both previous approaches construct a DTW kernel by effectively exploiting the path(s) constructed by the dynamic programming steps within a single warping of sequences x i , x j . In [16] this results in a non-p.s.d kernel and in [15] it requires the consideration of all possible paths within the
We instead construct a global alignment DTW kernel from the minimum-cost alignment scores c * xixj of the optimal paths {π * in } N n=1 directly (and not the paths themselves), taking into account the optimal N alignments of a signal x i with all the available sequences in the training set {x n , t n } N n=1 . Hence we can employ kernel functions that result in a p.s.d kernel, since there is a common metric of alignment to N sequences, such as the Gaussian:
where c * xi ∈ N is the vector of minimum-cost alignments through the optimal N warping paths {π * in } N n=1 and θ ∈ the bandwidth (isotropic case). In the next section we describe explicitly how this cost is calculated in our implementation for flight call detection. It is worth noting that the proposed approach can exploit existing DTW implementations [20] with different cost functions in analogy to the String kernels proposed in bioinformatics and the availability of scoring matrices [21] .
B. Minimum-cost alignment for Flight Calls
Given a training set
, with sequence x i ∈ Di belonging to class t i we first construct the spectrogram matrices S xi ∈ F ×W of the signals where W is the number of windows and F the number of frequency bands from the short time Fourier transformation (STFT).
Having obtained the N spectrograms, we can construct a dissimilarity matrix D ij ∈ W ×W for sequences x i and x j by one minus their (normalized) inner product:
where S xi (:, w) denotes the w th column of the D ij matrix and w, v ∈ {1, . . . , W }. The dynamic programming operations of standard DTW procedures can now operate on the dissimilarity matrix D ij in order to obtain the optimal warping path and the minimum-cost alignment between sequences x i and x j :
These are collected to complete the description:
Eq. 5 can be directly used as an "unkernelized" feature construction (DTW global ) and it is worth noting that the cost is symmetric, i.e. given optimal alignment paths π * ij and π * ji , the cost is the same: c xi,xj (π * ij ) = c xj ,xi (π * ji ) ∀ i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }. 
C. Probabilistic Multiple Kernel Learning
Having described the underlying DTW kernel representation we now turn to the probabilistic classifier that is adopted for the flight call detection. We employ the variational Bayes (VBpMKL) classifier recently proposed in [10] in order to take advantage of the uncertainty quantification measures (posterior variance) that are explicitly provided and can assist in decision making (costs and risks of misclassification). Furthermore, the methodology allows for inclusion of prior knowledge, which is vital for the spatio-temporal migration patterns of species of birds and their prior probability of being present and hence detected by such flight call systems.
Finally, the multiple kernel learning capabilities of the method provide a promising tool for integrating other sources of information for flight call detection such as spatio-temporal (time stamp and station that flight call is detected), radar traces, and even weather based information.
The approach is a kernel formulation of a generalized linear model (GLM) with an explicit multiclass probit likelihood that can handle multiple classes with a single underlying model. The likelihood is given by:
where w are the regression coefficients, β specifies the kernel combination parameters for MKL that are not employed in this work, Φ is the normal cdf function, m, l denote classes, and u ∼ N (0, 1). Approximate Bayesian inference is performed via a variational treatment for the posterior distribution which is described in detail in [10] .
IV. PSEUDO-CODE
The pseudo-code implementation of the proposed classification method is listed in Algorithm 1. Standard cross-validation procedures need to be adopted as usual. S xi ← spectrogram(x i ) 4: end for # Dissimilarity (Cost) Matrix and DP 5: for i = 1 to N do 6: for j = i to N do end for 10: end for # Create the DTW Kernel 11: for i = 1 to N do 12: for j = i to N do 13: k(x i , x j ) ← Eq. (2) 14: end for 15: end for # Classifier (VBpMKL) [10] 
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND FEATURE CONSTRUCTION
The performance of the proposed approach is compared to several other classification methods and feature constructions on real world flight call datasets. All the reported results are for 10 replications of 10-fold Cross-Validation (10 × 10CV) unless otherwise stated and baseline denotes performance by assignment to largest populated class.
A. Data
Two flight call datasets are presented in this work. All the samples were collected via extraction from recording stations, recording captive birds, or recording and labeling via direct observation. The primary dataset consists of 5 classes (species of bird) with 40 samples (flight calls) from each class for a total of 200 samples. The five bird species recorded for the primary dataset are listed in Table II. The data is digitized and stored as .wav files. The calls range from between 1916 and 6037 features (sampling every 4.5×10 −5 seconds); each call was padded with zeros to create a uniform length dataset. As an extension to the primary data set, an auxiliary data set consisting of 42 classes (species information available from our data repository), 1180 samples, and 15075 features. Samples per class range from 10 to 40, and call lengths range from 1175 to 15075. Both datasets are publicly available at www.cis.cornell.edu/ ics/ projects.php. One of the challenges of the primary data set is that most of the samples are warblers, which tend to have structurally similar flight calls. The auxiliary data set contains a larger variety of species, and therefore greatly varying samples of flight calls.
B. Global Features
When classifying flight calls, humans tend to look for a few global features of the calls. These attributes were extracted as an alternative feature construction to the proposed DTW global features and kernel: average energy value of the call, length of the flight call, maximum amplitude of the call and number of peaks.
C. Down Sampling
Down sampling, by averaging the signal over fixed-length intervals, can capture the general structure of the signal while reducing the total number of features. Frequency based feature extractions are based on standard Fast Fourier Transformations (FFT) with best performing settings.
D. Competing Classifiers
In order to examine the performance of VBpMKL and the various feature extraction methods, classification was performed with several other Weka classifiers [22] and an SVM Multiclass implementation [23] . The classifiers employed are given below with their implementation details and cover a range of popular classification techniques.
VI. RESULTS
A. Primary Data Set
The technique described in this paper produces excellent results with a 97.6% average percent correct classification for the primary dataset under consideration and promising results with the 45 class flight call data. Furthermore, the underlying DTW global feature extraction method (kernelized or not) proves to be very discriminative for most classifiers employed. For Tables IV to VI we report only the mean of the 10 × 10CV as the feature extraction methods are underperforming compared to the proposed DTW based constructions.
In Table IV we report the recognition rates with varying levels of down sampling and conversion to amplitudes. Each column shows the results of different levels of down sampling (varying the number of bins within which averaging takes place). The column headers indicate the length of the feature vector after down sampling occurs (e.g. 25 indicates a feature vector of length 25) and the Raw column shows the results when applying the various classifiers on the original data. Bold fonts indicate best performance of a classifier within specific feature extraction. Table V presents results after FFT has been performed on either the original signal ("All") or in segmented versions (bins) with varying levels of down sampling and conversion to frequency. Again, the column headers indicate the length of the feature vector after down sampling occurs. The final alternative feature extraction in Table VI considers the aforementioned "global features" of the signals. Combining these features with FFT based extractions or amplitude information does not result in statistically significant improvements. Table VII shows the performance of the proposed method and the best results for each classifier across feature extraction approaches for the primary dataset. The best window size for the DTW global was found by grid-search and cross validation to be 450 with an associated bandwidth of 0.4. All methods perform best with the DTW global feature construction and the adopted VBpMKL method achieves above 97% average recognition rate on the 5 class problem with the additional probabilistic benefits for prior knowledge inclusion, uncertainty quantification and data fusion. Considering the aforementioned recognition levels of human experts this is a significant step towards the development of automated flight call detection systems.
The second dataset that we consider has flight calls from a greater variety of species and hence poses a larger multi-class problem. In fact the inter and intra family structure of the flight calls can be exploited in a hierarchical manner that is ongoing work. In Table VIII we report preliminary recognition rates of VBpMKL with the proposed DTW global kernel. We achieve an average of 74% accuracy which, considering the 42 different classes of flight calls in the data, is a very good classification level and a promising benchmark to improve upon.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The immediate extensions of this work are to deal with the streaming nature of the flight call sensor data and to integrate spatio-temporal and ecological (GIS) information into the model. Scalability becomes an important aspect of an online system, and sparsity can reduce the computational complexity of kernel based methods via only retaining a few representative samples (e.g. relevance vectors) [33] . In the larger picture, interesting computational problems come into play as (near) optimal sensor placements for flight calls becomes an exciting direction for research that can couple predictive models of species distributions to flight call detection; and human observation locations (e.g. eBird: http://ebird.org) to acoustic sensor placements.
The development of a successful feature construction and classification methodology for flight call detection is an important step towards the overall goal of understanding bird migration. Increasing automation of the flight call analysis work flow for detection and classification will allow for the processing and reporting of increasing amounts of audio data in increasingly rapid and efficient analyses. This, in turn, will lead to more efficient use of trained experts' time in interpreting the acoustic record; and it follows that more timely and relevant analysis and interpretation of nocturnal migration is possible. The proposed method, and specifically the DTW global kernel construction, appears to be generalizable to a larger class of sequence-based problems. The flexibility of being able to use different scoring functions within DTW routines is a further benefit for other applications where different scoring approaches can prove to be more beneficial. 
